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Elevated Demolition
Lake Superior Ore Dock Brings Challenges, Specialized Fabrications

ASHLAND, WI

What’s more dangerous and challenging than demolishing a 60-foot wide, 2,000-foot long structure
composed of concrete, iron and wood? Demolishing it 80 feet off the ground over the largest freshwater
lake in the world.
The City of Ashland, Wisconsin and Wisconsin Central Ltd. (CN) had both a historical and safety
challenge on their hands when it came to deciding what to do with the long out-of-use Ashland Ore Dock.
Built in the early 1900s, the structure once loaded vessels with iron ore mined in the area. The ships then
transported the ore from Lake Superior through the chain of Great Lakes and out to the eastern seaboard
for nearly half a century.
“The dock ran continuously from when the railroad built it between 1915 and1917 to when the last boat
sailed out of there in 1965,” said Ed Monroe of the Ashland Historical Society. “The ore mines were
mining down below the earth’s surface over 5,000 feet, and it became too expensive to raise the ore to
the surface, so one by one the mines started shutting down.”
Shutting down the mines meant the handful of ore docks scattered along the shores of Lake Superior
were no longer needed as well. The Ashland structure remained, however, serving as an identity and
landmark for the town.
“We’re known as the Ashland Ore Dockers,” said Monroe, a life-long resident and former mayor of
the city. “The dock was a significant landmark in our community and was a gathering place for many
residents.”
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After decades of taking a beating from Lake Superior and surviving the harsh winters of the upper
Midwest, the Soo Line ore dock, as it is widely known, gradually fell into disrepair. Composed of concrete,
iron and wood, nature was taking a toll on the structure and creating a safety hazard for residents and
visitors to the area.
The ore dock was owned by Soo Line Railway (CP) until 1987, at which time it was transferred to the
Wisconsin Central Ltd. as part of a line sale. In 2001, CN purchased the Wisconsin Central Ltd.
“I had just become mayor in 2006, and we built a lake-walk trail that ran underneath the concrete
approach,” Monroe said. “There were small pieces of concrete falling off, and the iron railing had started
rusting and pulling away from the structure. As the story goes, a piece of concrete fell and almost hit a kid
on the trail. The dock had become too dangerous and we needed to do something.”

Assessing the situation
The city petitioned the State of Wisconsin to conduct an engineering assessment study to determine the
structural integrity of the dock. Comprised of a structural steel frame that held railroad platforms and rails
on top, structural steel unloading chutes, and a treated timber frame trestle that led up to the dock, the
results of the survey and condition of the components varied greatly.
“The study analyzed and rated areas of the structure on a scale of one to ten,” Monroe said. “‘Ten’ meant
the area was in perfect condition and ‘one’ meant it was facing imminent collapse.”
One result of the study that proved surprising for the city was learning the wood pilings received scores

of eight or nine – indicating they were almost as good as when they were driven into the lake bottom
in 1915. What wasn’t so surprising, however, was that the ironwork, including the chutes, railings and
structural elements, were rated at the bottom of the scale.
“There was reason to believe that debris on the approaches could start falling down at any time, so CN
made the decision to tear it down,” Monroe said. “Within days of that decision, railroad personnel were
putting up barricades and within a week there was a big crane onsite. Within a month they were taking
down approaches and trestles to help protect the public.”

Prepping the site, protecting the lake.
After a few months of removing the pieces of the structure that were the greatest risk to public’s safety,
CN collected bids from contractors to demolish the dock down to the base. CN selected Veit & Company,
Inc., a specialty contracting firm located near Minneapolis, to oversee and perform the demolition.
The first stage in the
demolition process was a
four-year permitting process
in which Veit worked directly
with the owner and various
agencies including the City
of Ashland, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE),
the Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources (DNR),
the Ashland Historical Society
and the U.S. Coast Guard.
“After gaining the necessary
permits from the various
organizations involved, we
began removing the wooden
trestles in the fall of 2011,”
said Steve Hosier, vice
president of demolition with
Veit. “The next step was
determining how to best
approach the job. It’s pretty
unusual to have a job that’s
only 60 feet wide, 2,000 feet
long and out in the middle of
a lake, and 80 feet above the
water.”
As well as the structural
challenges of the dock,
DNR regulations required
that Veit’s demolition team
ensure none of the concrete,
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iron, wood or other debris fell into the surrounding water, which reached depths of 24-28 feet below the
surface.
“The city’s intake for fresh water supply is located just down from the structure,” said Ryan Olson,
demolition general superintendent with Veit. “If any demolition debris entered the lake water, it had the
potential to affect the City of Ashland’s water supply.”
To meet this challenge and ensure no debris fell into surrounding Lake Superior, the Veit team spent
three to four months prepping the site for demolition, which included covering open-water areas at the
base of the dock with steel plates, and developing deflection panels and barges – the first of several
innovative fabrication projects the company designed and constructed as part of the project.
“The open-water areas were called diamonds because of their shape, and they ran along the bottom of
the dock,” Hosier said. “We installed steel plates over all the diamonds so the rubble would fall on the
steel rather than into the water.”
The next fabrication project proved a bit more challenging, however. Working at 80 feet in the air, the
material had to be contained when it fell off the dock. In order to keep the debris within in the footprint, the
demolition team constructed deflection panels that were attached to barges floating alongside the dock,
which would catch the rubble and keep it away from the water. The panels and barges were designed
and fabricated at Veit’s shop and then assembled and modified at the jobsite.
“One of our biggest challenges was keeping the debris from entering the water while cutting and dropping
the material to the lower areas,” Olson said. “The deflection panels were the answer. They were set at a
45-degree angle so that when a piece of debris or concrete fell off the dock, it would hit the panels and
then slide back into the footprint of the dock.”
As a further precaution to keeping the water safe from demolition debris, the Veit team implemented a
28-foot, geo-tech fabric turbidity curtain below the water surface, essentially encasing the immediate work
area and separating it from the lake.
“The curtain hung down to the bottom of the lake,” Hosier said. “It was a precaution so that if anything fell
outside of the deflection panels, nothing would drift away into the water. Nothing ever did fall outside of
the deflection panels, but it was important to have the backup protection with the curtain.”

Taking demolition to new heights.
When Veit assessed the jobsite and brainstormed the best approach to tackling the demolition, the team
decided to work from the top down. This meant the majority of work would be done starting at heights of
80 feet, sitting above deep, open water with strong currents. It also meant that heavy equipment, such as
backhoes, needed to be transported and secured for operations at the 80-foot height.
“It was unique and interesting lifting a couple of 90,000-pound backhoes on top of the dock,” Hosier said.
“You just don’t see that very often.”
Not only was the team charged with lifting the backhoes to the top of the dock, they also had to ensure the
excavators were safely secured when in use, and mobile for transporting them down the dock as the demo
work progressed. The work plan called for demolishing the structure from top to bottom and front to back,
which meant the backhoes had to move in phases once each section of the dock had been removed.
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“We had to figure out a way to keep the excavators from having any chance of falling off the dock,” Olson
said. “But they also had to be mobile so we could move them through the work area as we progressively
wrecked the structure.”
Veit came up with a solution: Secure the backhoes on a custom-fabricated railcar. Utilizing the existing
railroad tracks that ran along the top of the dock, the Veit team designed and built custom railcars that
were safely and soundly secured to the backhoes, and could be locked down during demolition, then
unlocked and repositioned throughout the duration of the job.

It’s a dangerous job. Safety first.
Working 80 feet in the air above 24 feet of water not only posed challenges to demolishing a structure,
but such extreme conditions generated difficulties regarding safety as well. With 12 to 13 crewmembers
on the job at peak activity, ensuring the safety of personnel was paramount.
“Safety was the biggest challenge – it was everything on this job,” Olson said. “It wasn’t normal operating
conditions to work at the heights we did, and we had deep water right next to the worksite. Working on
top of the dock was a 100-percent tie-off area.”
To help ensure safety on the site, Veit set up a lifeline system that ran the full length of the dock. The
system consisted of a safety cable line that ran from one end of the dock to the other, and crewmembers
were harnessed and connected to the main cable at all times.
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As a final, uncommon safety measure, the Veit demo team took particular precautions toward ensuring
the safety of some resident wildlife: a nesting Canada goose, a nesting Peregrine falcon and the two
birds’ subsequent offspring.
“That goose laid eggs right at the end of the dock, 80 feet in the air, and the falcon nested inside the
dock,” Hosier said. “We just worked around both birds without disturbing them. Then, one day, the
goslings hatched and were swimming around in the water and the falcon fledglings were gone – just like
that.”

Forget the landfill. Achieving a 99% recycling rate.
As part of the demolition process, the Veit team separated the concrete, steel and wood components
from the structure and prepared it for recycling to be used in various capacities throughout the local area,
such as steel scrap, road base and retaining walls.
“Almost nothing went to the landfill,” Hosier said. “A few loads of wood that had rotted and decayed over
the years were the only components of the dock we weren’t able to recycle.”
As part of the demolition process, the steel materials were sold to the scrap yard to be melted down and
re-used, the concrete was crushed and sold to local contractors to be implemented as road base and the
wood materials were repurposed locally as well.
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“The wood was a big, heavy, rough-cut sawed
timber that’s about three inches thick and 25
feet long,” Olson said. “We were able to sell it
for use in retaining walls, decks, cattle fences
and other types of structures, and it all went
back to the local area.”

History & safety preserved.
A new era in Ashland.
The Veit team is scheduled to complete
its work on the dock by mid-summer of 2013 when only the
concrete base of the dock will remain.
While no plans are currently underway for improving the base, ideas include developing the structure for
recreational use, such as fishing and swimming, and adding kiosks with historical photos, information and
artifacts from the dock, and refurbishing some of the dock’s original light poles for use on the base.
“As the economy turned from lumber and iron ore to tourism, manufacturing and healthcare, one of the
attractions Ashland now offers is a recreational lakefront,” Monroe said. “I’d love to see the structure base
converted to a fishing pier and swimming dock that showcases the history of the ore dock.”
The Veit crew spent a great deal of time in Ashland over the past two years during the demolition and had
the opportunity to get to know people in the area and hear their thoughts on the landmark.
“They were sad to know they were losing their icon, but people understood that it was unused and
unsafe,” Olson said. “They’re looking forward to maintaining the memories and the historical significance
in the future.”
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